“Design Work” is a framework of ceramic surfaces for contemporary architectural projects. The floor and wall collections play with evocative materials drawing out sophisticated ceramic combinations with new design materials. Design Work is synonymous with design freedom: the colors are chosen to maximise the possible combinations between collections and within them. This creative freedom is dynamic and durable, thanks to the technical characteristics of porcelain stoneware, for use in a variety of elegant, modern residential and commercial environments.

Vision

Inspired by the contemporary nature of resin, the Vision project includes porcelain stoneware surfaces for residential and commercial rooms combining a sophisticated and contemporary soul. Thanks to an evocative ceramic combination of the material that inspired it, giving a perfect balance between comfort and trendiness, architecture and design, material and color. The ceramic surface has a soft, light and elegant structure, in a range of trendy colors. The shades are a mix of greys and beiges offering many design choices. Here are creativity, passion and attention to every detail.

A new landmark in the ceramic industry

Landmark ceramics is an American company, based in Tennessee that has set out to research, manufacture and sell top quality porcelain ceramics in North America, taking advantage of the proven experience of the Gruppo Concorde, an international leader in the sector. Technological innovation, market presence, attention to detail, the welfare of people and the environment, efficient service and a thorough product range make Landmark a new benchmark in the North American market for those who are looking for a reliable partner for any building and architecture project using US Made top quality porcelain tiles.
The colors blend together in the space thanks to a versatile range of resin- and hounds tooth fabric-effect ceramic surfaces. A wide range of colors and materials in the White version create continuity between floor and walls. The encounter between the resin look and refined textile weaves produces a dynamic coordinated design.

**PROJECT**

**FLOOR DESIGN**
- Vision Pearl - 24"x24"

**WALL DESIGN**
- Vision Pearl - 24"x24" Soul Piedepoule Pattern - 12"x24" FLOOR DISPLAY Vision Pearl - 24"x24"
Ceramic surfaces with different inspirations balance each other, transforming the space and making it simple, light and minimal, thanks to the resin effect, but also delicate, warm and decorated with the fabric-effect decorations.
With Vision, the colors of the collection complement each other perfectly and there is total flexibility in interior design, as the edges are perfectly ground and a single size so that colors and formats can be easily combined together. The collection’s surfaces also lend themselves to creating large commercial areas, thanks to the excellent technical performance of porcelain stoneware.

**PROJECT**

**FLOOR DESIGN**
- Vision Moka, Taupe - 04X24"
- Vision Dark - 04X24"
- Soul Tartan Warm - 04X24"

**WALL DESIGN**
- Vision Dark - 04X24"
The possibility of combining the different shades together guarantees design freedom and depth of color.

SOFT CHROMATICISM

PROJECT
FLOOR DESIGN
Vision Terra - 24"x24"
WALL DESIGN
Vision Dek - 24"x24"
Soul Tartan Wares - 24"x24"
An elegant block pattern provides a sophisticated design variation for rooms thanks to the charm of the resin effect.

PROJECT
FLOOR DESIGN
Vision Dove - 24"x24"
Soul Dark Silk Border - 0.8"x24"
Soul Dark Silk Dot - 0.8"x0.8"
The floor and wall surfaces express strength and materiality. Each detail in the space enhances its style, thanks to a complete, coordinated and contemporary ceramic design. Material merges with feeling to produce an environment that is enchanting yet formal at the same time.

PROJECT
FLOOR DESIGN
Vision Dek - 03X03"  
WALL DESIGN
Vision Concrete - 04X04"  
Soul White Cotton - 12X24"  
FOOD COUNTER AND BENCHES
Vision Concrete - 04X04"
The elegant space displays a skilful and rigorous combination of surfaces and volumes in alternating Dark and Concrete tones.

**PROJECT**

**FLOOR DESIGN**
- Vision Dark - 24"x24"
- Soul Silver Wool Border - 0.8"x24"
- Soul Dark Silk Dot - 0.8x0.8"
- Vision Concrete - 24"x24"

**WALL DESIGN**
- Vision Concrete - 24"x24"

**FOOD COUNTER AND BENCHES**
- Vision Concrete - 24"x24"
Thanks to its soft, neutral surface and its perfectly ground edges, Vision works perfectly on floors and walls, furnishing every room with minimal, trendy colors. The essence of the material is highlighted, resulting in a collection that celebrates contemporary tones and creative freedom, thanks to the possible combinations with other ceramic materials.
Turtle-dove-colored resin-effect surfaces and refined niches covered with a textile-inspired surface produce a perfect combination.

PROJECT
FLOOR DESIGN
Vision Dove - 3X24”
Soul Grey Merino - 12X24”
WALL DESIGN
Soul Grey Merino - 6X24”
Vision Dove - 3X24”
Soul Grey Merino - 12X24”
Materiály a delikácia: Vision’s resin-effect stoneware reveals a contemporary and expressive personality, highlighting lines and volumes. Resin-inspired floors show off a delicate ceramic surface, in a perfect contemporary style.

PROJECT
FLOOR DESIGN: Vision Concrete - 24"x24"
WALL DESIGN: Soul Silver Wool, White Cotton, Grey Merino - 12"x24" / 6"x24" / 0.8"x24"
The soft, beguiling structure of the product confers lightness and materiality on surfaces covered with Vision.

PROJECT
FLOOR DESIGN
Vision Concrete - 24”x24”
WALL DESIGN
Vision Concrete - 24”x24”
Soul Silver Wall
White Cotton, Grey Merino
12”x24” / 8”x24” / 0.8”x24”

LIVING DIFFERENTLY
A staggered layout uses all the colors in the collection giving an evocative overall effect.
COLOR MATCHING

SOUL WHITE COTTON

VISION DOVE

NUANCE A

SOUL IVORY LINE

VISION TAUPE

NUANCE B

SOUL COFFEE CLOTH

VISION MOCHA

NUANCE C

SOUL SILVER WOOL

VISION PEARL

NUANCE D

SOUL GREY MERINO

VISION CONCRETE

NUANCE E

SOUL DARK SILK

VISION DARK

NUANCE F

NUANCE A

NUANCE B

NUANCE C

NUANCE D

NUANCE E

NUANCE F
COLOR MATCHING

SOUL’S DECORS

TARTAN COLD
- PEARL
- CONCRETE
- DARK

TARTAN WARM
- DOVE
- TAUPE
- MOKA

TARTAN DELICATE
- DOVE
- PEARL
- TAUPE

PIEDEPOULE PATTERN
- DOVE
- TAUPE
- PEARL
- DARK
ECO-FRIENDLY AND SAFE
don't burn or smoke

RESISTANT TO ACID
stable chromatically over time

DOESN'T BEND
hard and compact

ECO-FRIENDLY AND SAFE
dog and cat nails proof

RESISTANT TO FROST
snow and ice proof

FLOOR HEAT FRIENDLY

RESISTANT TO ACID

EASY TO KEEP CLEAN

NO VOC
volatile organic compound

WATER PROOF
doesn't absorb

FIRE PROOF
doesn't burn or smoke

EASY TO KEEP CLEAN

WATER PROOF
doesn't absorb
The color of tiles printed in this catalogue may differ from actual tiles. Tile color reproductions in this catalogue are representative only. Slight tone and shade variations are inherent in porcelain tiles. Before selecting a color, we recommend that you contact your local representative, who will provide you with a sample piece of the requested tile.
**RECOMMENDED USE**
Vision is recommended for indoor floors, walls, countertops, and outdoor walls in commercial and residential application. The use of Vision is not recommended for outdoor application or horizontal exterior surfaces. Landmark recommends an offset no greater than 30%, if a staggered pattern is required for tiles of 20 inches or longer.

**CARE AND MAINTENANCE**
Do not apply any wax or sealer to the product after installation. Regular cleaning is the best way to keep Vision tiles looking good. Use clean, hot water (add household cleaner for more aggressive cleaning). Rinse thoroughly and dry with a soft cloth to prevent water spots. Please visit lcusa.com.

**WARRANTY**
Landmark guarantees that its products will meet or exceed the performance specifications set out in ANSI A137.1-2012 and in the performance specifications section of the Landmark general catalogue. For more information, please visit our website at lcusa.com.
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES | TEST ASTM | NORTH AMERICAN STANDARD A137.1* | RESULTS
--- | --- | --- | ---
Water absorption | C373 | ≤ 0.5% | COMPLY WITH ANSI A137.1

DCOF Average dynamic coefficient of friction | BOT 3000 test | ≥ 0.42 | ≥ 0.42

Resistance to freeze/thaw cycling | C1026 | As reported | RESISTANT

Warpage (edge) | C485 | Warpage: ±0.4% or ±0.01 in | COMPLY WITH ANSI A137.1

Warpage (diagonal) | C485 | Warpage: ±0.4% or ±0.01 in | COMPLY WITH ANSI A137.1

Wedging | C502 | ±0.25% or ±0.03 in | COMPLY WITH ANSI A137.1

Chemical resistance | C500 | As reported | UNAFFECTED

Breaking strength | C448 | 250 lbf or greater | COMPLY WITH ANSI A137.1

Thickness | C499 | Range: 0.04 in | COMPLY WITH ANSI A137.1

* Average values referred to our production and related to the matt finish of the product.
** As far as values relating to the matt finish of the product and to tests carried out by certified external laboratories whose results are available upon request at Headoffice, we are willing to check the lot you are interested in purchasing.
- Be sure to use tiles belonging to the same caliber.
- Test results are available on request.
- Landmark tiles can be slippery when wet. We recommend to make sure that the surface is always dry.
- The information provided can be subject to change. Please refer to fusa.com for the latest, most accurate and up-to-date information.